Although Positron Emission Tomography (PET) and functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) studies commonly subtract data obtained during two or more experimental conditions to decompose a complex task, there have been few opportunities to evaluate this approach directly. In the present study, PET was used to study three motor speech tasks selected such that two were constituent components of the third, making possible a direct examination of decomposition by subtraction. In Experiment 1, a group of 13 righthanded normal volunteers participated in three activation studies: syllable repetition; phonation; and repetitive lip closure. A scanning session was devoted to a single task, repeated four times. In Experiment 2, six of the original subjects performed the same three activation studies during a single scanning session. Whether tasks were studied in separate scanning sessions or combined within a single session, the results of decomposition by compound subtraction differed significantly from the results obtained when individual tasks were compared to a simple baseline condition. These data failed to demonstrate task additivity, a necessary property if decomposition by subtraction is to provide an accurate characterization of the brain activity accompanying complex behavior.
INTRODUCTION
Brain mapping studies using positron emission tomography (PET) and functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) are frequently based on the subtraction of functional images. In the case of simple subtraction, images obtained during a ''baseline'' control state containing no explicit task are subtracted from images obtained during an ''activated'' state to detect any changes associated with the experimental task. In compound subtraction, images obtained during one ''activated'' state are subtracted from images obtained during a different ''activated'' state to decompose functional activity into brain maps of what are assumed to be component mental processes. With this approach, for example, it is assumed that the differences between images acquired while reading pseudo-words and those acquired while reading real words represent a map of the brain areas involved in semantic processing (Petersen et al., 1990) . Although appealing in its simplicity and apparent logic, the decomposition of complex tasks using methods like subtraction has not been universally accepted in behavioral studies (Van Zandt and Ratcliff, 1995) and there have been questions about the application of this approach in functional imaging (Friston et al., 1996; Jennings et al., 1997) .
This report describes a direct comparison of simple and compound subtraction methods of brain mapping using PET data acquired during three motor speech tasks conducted as part of a larger study of speech production. The comparison was repeated in two experiments using between-session and within-session designs. Both experiments demonstrate significant differences in the results produced by simple and compound subtraction, with the simple subtraction maps appearing to better represent the known neuroanatomy of speech production. These data failed to demonstrate task additivity, a necessary property if decomposition by subtraction is to provide an accurate characterization of the brain activity accompanying complex behavior. This failure was most obvious in the basal ganglia, where the ''activation'' found with either component task alone was not preserved in the results obtained with the complex task.
METHODS

Experiment 1: Between Sessions Design
Subjects. After study procedures and their possible consequences were explained, informed consent was obtained for each study. In Experiment 1, a group of 13 right-handed normal volunteers (eight females and five males aged 43 Ϯ 11 years) participated in two or three activation studies (one subject declined the third study). All participants were native speakers of English. Subjects were screened to exclude confounding neurologic, psychiatric, and medical disorders, and to exclude current medication or recreational drug use.
Behavioral tasks. Subjects were studied with eyes covered, room lights dimmed, and insert earphones placed in each auditory canal. During each ''baseline'' scan, subjects were required to remain awake and quiet. The three ''activation'' studies employed: (i) repetition of the syllables pa, ta, and ka, produced as quickly as possible; (ii) sustained phonation (producing the vowel ah); and (iii) repetitive lip closure (as in producing the syllable pa silently), performed as quickly as possible. Syllable repetitions and phonations were recorded during the scans for subsequent acoustic analyses. Lip closures were scored by an observer.
PET scanning. Bolus injection of [ 15 O]water was used as a marker of regional cerebral blood flow (rCBF) (Silbersweig et al., 1993) . Each study consisted of eight 90-s scans (four ''baseline'' scans alternating with four ''activated'' scans), separated by an interscan interval of approximately 9 min, acquired using a Siemens-ECAT 953B tomograph in 3D mode. Each task was performed for 60 s beginning at [ 15 O]water injection. Typically, subjects were engaged in the task for 10 to 15 s at the initiation of each scan. A scanning session was devoted to a single task, repeated four times, and the tasks were studied on separate days in the order listed above. Scans 1, 3, 5, and 7 were acquired in the ''baseline'' state, scans 2, 4, 6, and 8 in the ''activated'' state.
Each image volume underwent intra-and intersubject registration to Talairach space (Talairach and Tournoux, 1988) and smoothing (Strother et al., 1995) , and each subject's volume was normalized to have a mean value equal to that of the volume with the highest mean in the experiment.
Experimental design. In decomposition logic, the syllable repetition task is closely approximated by the sum of lip closure and phonation. For the present analyses, the replications of each condition were averaged yielding a single ''baseline'' and ''activated'' image volume for each subject for each study. Simple subtraction images were generated by subtracting ''baseline'' volumes from the ''activated'' volumes for each task (syllable repetition, phonation, and lip closure). The compound subtraction image map for lip closure was generated by subtracting the phonation volume from the syllable repetition volume. Similarly, the compound subtraction image map for phonation was generated by subtracting the lip closure volume from the syllable repetition volume. A compound addition image map for syllable repetition was also generated by adding the lip closure and phonation volumes.
Experiment 2: Within Sessions Design
Subjects. Six of the original subjects (three females and three males aged 45 Ϯ 10 years) performed the same three activation studies during a single scanning session to replicate Experiment 1 using an experimental design characteristically used in compound subtraction studies.
Behavioral tasks. The behavioral tasks were identical to those used in Experiment 1.
PET scanning. Each subject participated in one study consisting of 10 90-s scans (four ''baseline'' scans and six ''activated'' scans ordered in a different quasirandom sequence for each subject). The number of task replications was reduced from four to two. Each image volume underwent the same processing as in Experiment 1.
COMBINED RESULTS
Behavioral measures demonstrated that subjects performed consistently across scans and within normal limits in Experiment 1 (group means Ϯ 1 standard error across each of four scans in the three studies: syllable repetition ϭ 4.0 Ϯ 0.2 syllables/s; vowel fundamental frequency ϭ 160 Ϯ 16 Hz; lip closure ϭ 2.8 Ϯ 0.4 closures/s) and Experiment 2 (syllable repetition ϭ 4.1 Ϯ 0.5 syllables/s; vowel fundamental frequency ϭ 156 Ϯ 56 Hz; lip closure ϭ 2.3 Ϯ 0.3 closures/s) (Baken, 1987) . Figure 1 illustrates a series of images from Experiment 1 that include regions involved in speech production and highlight the differences between simple (odd rows) and compound (even rows) subtraction maps. The simple (row 1) and compound (row 2) subtraction maps for phonation differ at the cerebellum (column 1), the right superior temporal gyrus, the thalamus, putamen (columns 2 and 3), pre-and postcentral gyri (column 4) and the supplementary motor area (SMA) (column 5). The simple (row 3) and compound (row 4) subtraction maps for lip closure also differ at these structures with the exception of the SMA. Finally, the simple (row 5) subtraction and compound (row 6) addition maps for syllable repetition differ at the cerebellum, the superior temporal gyrus, and in the central gray structures.
Similar disagreements between simple and compound subtraction data were observed in Experiment 2. Table 1 presents regional values from simple subtractions for each task in both experiments selected on the basis of ''activation'' during one or more of the tasks. The table also contains a column for a residual term that represents the percentage signal change for each volume-of-interest (VOI) after the simple subtractions for the vowel production and lip closure tasks were subtracted from the simple subtraction for the syllable production task. If tasks can be accurately decomposed by subtraction, the residual term should not be significantly different from zero. In Experiment 1, the residual was significantly different from zero in the following VOI's: middle [left, t(46) 
FIG. 1.
A subset of the PET images in transaxial slices obtained from each study merged with registered gray scale MRI slices and displayed using a common color scale to represent percentage increases in normalized blood flow from baseline values. On the color scale, violet represents increases in the range of 3 to 4.5%, red represents increases of 4.5 to 7.5%, and yellow represents increases of 7.5 to 10%. In these data, increases of 3% or greater are significant (P Ͻ 0.05), using paired t tests. For display purposes, increases were truncated to 10%. Odd rows contain simple subtraction images and even rows contain compound subtraction images. Rows 1 and 2 represent phonation, rows 3 and 4 represent lip closure, and rows 5 and 6 represent syllable repetition. In these images, the left side of the brain is represented in the left side of the image. If the brain maps of these tasks are additive, successive odd and even rows should be identical. [left, t(11) ϭ Ϫ2.66, P Ͻ 0.05; right, t(11) ϭ Ϫ5.10, P Ͻ 0.001]. A more general comparison treated the group mean of each region as an observation to compare simple and compound subtraction values for each task. There were significant differences between simple and compound subtraction measures for each task in both experiments (syllable repetition in Experiment 1 t(21) ϭ 3.22, P Ͻ 0.01, in Experiment 2, t(21) ϭ 4.03, P Ͻ 0.001; phonation in Experiment 1, t(21) ϭ 3.45, P Ͻ 0.01, in Experiment 2, t(21) ϭ 3.70, P Ͻ 0.01; and lip closure in Experiment 1, t(21) ϭ 3.45, P Ͻ 0.01, in Experiment 2, t(21) ϭ 3.50, P Ͻ 0.01). Further, the differences between simple and compound subtractions in Experiment 1 were replicated in Experiment 2 with the differences between the subtraction techniques significantly correlated across regions between Experiments 1 and 2 for each task (syllable repetition, r ϭ 0.80, P Ͻ 0.001; phonation, r ϭ 0.81, P Ͻ 0.001; lip closure, r ϭ 0.83, P Ͻ 0.001).
Another set of analyses was conducted to compare the magnitude of regional signal changes across tasks using the simple subtraction data alone. If task decomposition can be achieved by compound subtraction, then regional ''activity'' observed during a component task should at least be preserved in the ''activity'' observed during the more complex task. However, visual inspection of the simple subtraction images Note. The residual term represents the percentage signal change for each VOI after the simple subtractions for the vowel production and lip closure tasks were subtracted from the simple subtraction for the syllable production task. The following regions (left and right) were examined: inferior portion of the cerebellar hemisphere (Inf Cbl), middle lobe of the cerebellar hemisphere (Mid Cbl), superior cerebellar hemisphere (anterior lobe) (Sup Cbl), superior temporal gyrus (Sup Temp), transverse temporal gyrus (Tr Temp), putamen (Put), caudate (Caud), thalamus (Thal), inferior frontal lobe (Inf Frn), pre-and postcentral gyri (Cent), supplementary motor area (SMA).
a P Ͻ 0.05.
suggested that ''activation'' was generally greater in subcortical areas during phonation and lip closure compared to syllable production. A series of dependent group t tests revealed significantly greater ''activation'' during lip closure compared to syllable production in the left and right putamen (t(46) ϭ Ϫ6.16, P Ͻ 0.000; t(46) ϭ Ϫ6.48, P Ͻ 0.000, respectively), the left and right caudate (t(46) ϭ Ϫ2.93, P Ͻ 0.005; t(46) ϭ Ϫ2.53, P Ͻ 0.015, respectively), and the left and right thalamus (t (46) ϭ Ϫ2.57, P Ͻ 0.013; t(46) ϭ Ϫ3.39, P Ͻ 0.001, respectively). In contrast, ''activation'' was significantly greater during syllable production compared to lip closure in the left and right superior temporal gyri (t(46) ϭ 4.84, P Ͻ 0.000; t(46) ϭ 5.00, P Ͻ 0.000, respectively), and the left and right transverse temporal gyri (t(46) ϭ 7.94, P Ͻ 0.000; t(46) ϭ 7.61, P Ͻ 0.000, respectively). In comparing the magnitude of ''activation'' during vowel production versus syllable production, a similar pattern was observed, but with fewer of the comparisons achieving significance. ''Activation'' was greater during vowel production compared to syllable production in the left and possibly the right putamen (t(51) ϭ Ϫ2.15, P Ͻ 0.036; t(51) ϭ Ϫ1.85, P Ͻ 0.071, respectively). Again, in contrast, ''activation'' was greater during syllable production compared to vowel production in the right superior temporal gyrus (t(51) ϭ 3.32, P Ͻ 0.002) and in the left and right transverse temporal gyri (t(51) ϭ 4.24, P Ͻ 0.000; t(51) ϭ 2.93, P Ͻ 0.005, respectively).
DISCUSSION
Disagreement between simple and compound subtraction results strongly suggests that the condition of additivity necessary to decompose complex tasks by subtraction is not present in these data. The replication of these results using both between-session and withinsession studies further suggests that this disagreement is not a function of general experimental design or inadequate sample size. Why, then, do the results of decomposition by compound subtraction disagree with the results of simple subtraction?
One possibility is that the selection of component tasks did not accurately decompose the more complex task. For example, it might be argued that although lip closure is necessary for the production of the syllable pa, it is not the exact articulatory gesture made for ta and ka. While this is true, if the process of syllable production was the sum of phonation and the articulatory gestures necessary for each syllable, then one would expect that ''activation'' in the lip closure condition would underestimate the articulatory component of syllable repetition condition. However, an examination of the simple subtraction values for the putamen and the caudate reveals that the ''activation'' levels during lip closure are significantly higher than the ''activation'' levels during syllable repetition. Since lip closure clearly occurs during both tasks, basal ganglia ''activation'' should be present during both conditions if these processes are additive. This discrepancy alone strongly questions the validity of the assumptions necessary for compound subtraction, but a similar failure to conserve ''activation'' is also seen when the simple subtraction data for vowel production are compared to the comparable data for syllable repetition. In general, the simple subtraction changes in several regions are smallest during syllable repetition, the most complicated task. This finding is also reflected in the significant negative residual terms reported in Table 1 . It is interesting to note that the ''activation'' was significantly reduced in the most complex condition compared to the component conditions in the cerebellum and the subcortical regions. There were fewer significant residuals among the cortical regions, but the activity in one of the cortical regions with a significant residual, the left inferior frontal area, has been shown to be significantly related to the syllable production rate in normal (Sidtis et al., 1998a) and ataxic subjects (Sidtis et al., 1998b) . If the neurophysiological processes for simple behaviors combine in an additive fashion to support more complex behaviors, ''activation'' found during vowel production and lip closure should be maintained during syllable repetition since both behaviors are present in the latter. However, if the regional brain activity associated with complex behavior is not the sum of apparent constituents, as appears to be the case with speech production, then the compound subtraction approach is seriously flawed and the choice of tasks for decomposition is irrelevant. It may be the case that just as the subtraction method may be well suited for some tasks and not others, it may be a reasonable method for studying ''activation'' in some brain regions but not others.
The claim is not that this study provides a definitive characterization of the brain activity underlying a particular speech act and some of its constituent components, but rather that a comparison of the respective results raises serious questions about subtraction methodology. Of course it could be argued that the decomposition was invalid because the ''cognitive'' demands of the tasks were different, that the tasks had different interest levels, or that the brain system for controlling lip closure in isolation is different from the brain system for controlling lip closure in the context of other motor behaviors. The list of alternatives is undoubtedly quite large. However, whether or not the assumption of additivity is appropriate for some complex tasks and not others, the fact that the selection of components for decomposition by subtraction can be debated raises serious questions about this methodological approach. If the components for decomposition cannot be reliably identified by the logic or phenomenology typically em-ployed in behavioral studies, at the very least, some independent technique is needed to identify the correct components for functional imaging studies. Friston et al. (1996) recently criticized task subtraction as failing to identify interaction terms in the decomposition of a series of cognitive tasks. Friston et al. used a series of tasks and responses to demonstrate that the ''activation'' due to object recognition was a function of the mode of response. However, the validity of compound subtraction was not questioned explicitly. Rather, it was suggested that a factorial experimental design based on subtraction is necessary to identify main effects and interaction terms. Similarly, Jenning's et al. (1997) observed that the extent of ''activation'' due to semantic processing was influenced by the mode of response (mouse-click versus silent thought). This group also argued that subtraction methods should be augmented with analytic techniques such as covariance analysis. In spite of the limitations of subtraction noted these studies, both studies nevertheless assume that cognition can be compartmentalized and decomposed by some form of subtraction methodology. The present results go beyond the criticisms of compound subtraction's failure to identify interactions and suggest that applying compound subtraction to decompose a complex task simply may not be valid.
The notion of interaction deserves some consideration in this context. In methodological terms, an interaction represents a unique effect resulting from a combination of factors that cannot be attributed to any of the factors in isolation. If it is argued that subtraction methods are only appropriate in experimental situations in which no interactions between tasks occur (i.e., pure insertion), the method is unnecessary since the tasks can simply be studied independently with no need for decomposition. However, for many conceptual constructs in the cognitive sciences, direct measurement is difficult if not impossible, and studies are commonly based on task subtractions. The critical issue is not whether interactions between tasks can be identified using factorial experimental designs or a series of subtractions, but rather, whether such methodological approaches to decomposition yield neurobiologically meaningful results. The compound subtraction results in the present study bear little resemblance to the known functional anatomy of speech production.
Apart from the failure to conserve the ''activation'' found during simple tasks when those tasks became part of a more complicated behavior in the present study, decomposition may also fail due to problems with the assumptions about measurement scale or model construct. In the classic view of measurement, equal intervals are required in a scale to which a subtraction method is applied (Stevens, 1974) In addition to potential problems due to the underlying scale properties of [ 15 O]water/rCBF, task decomposition by compound subtraction may also fail because of the assumption that linear changes occur along a single dimension; there is growing evidence that functional imaging data are influenced by multiple factors (Strother et al., 1993) . The criticism of compound subtraction's failure to identify interaction terms (Friston et al., 1996; Jennings et al., 1997) would be quite fitting in this situation. Problems with scaling and modeling will likely have a greater impact on compound subtraction studies, since errors at one stage of a decomposition will likely be amplified at the next stage. In contrast, at least for the purposes of detecting change, simple subtraction may produce more accurate maps of functional anatomy more often since the detection of differences is likely to occur even if functional imaging techniques only measure regional brain activity on a scale that maintains the relative ordering of numerical values. This seems to have been the case in the present study, where more regions known to be involved in speech demonstrated ''activation'' after simple subtraction than after compound subtraction.
In summary, unlike other recent demonstrations of the failure of subtraction based on interactions between tasks and response modes (Friston et al., 1996; Jennings et al., 1997) , the present results demonstrate that brain maps for this complex task and its constituent components cannot be decomposed by component task subtractions. Although the tasks used in this study were relatively simple and representative of extremely common, normal behaviors, the range of possibilities accounting for why the decomposition failed is quite large. The subjective component in judgements about the proper and necessary elements for accurate decomposition is one of the most serious problems with this approach. If the list of possible additional factors contributing to the nonlinearity of ''activation'' across tasks in the present study is large, how large might such a list be for more complicated tasks? What about tasks for which the investigator's intuition or the field's empirical experience is limited? The value of functional brain mapping paradigms like decomposition by compound subtraction will be enhanced if they are validated using behaviors for which independent sources of information regarding functional representation exist before they are widely applied. Such validation studies may lead to neurophysiologically more sophisticated interpretations of functional imaging data, and possibly to a more accurate conceptualization of how regional brain activity relates to complex behavior.
